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Abstract
The liquid metal shield laboratory (LiMeS-Lab) will provide the infrastructure to develop, test, and compare liquid metal

divertor designs for future fusion reactors. The main research topics of LiMeS-lab will be liquid metal interactions with the

substrate material of the divertor, the continuous circulation and capillary refilling of the liquid metal during intense plasma

heat loading and the retention of plasma particles in the liquid metal. To facilitate the research, four new devices are in

development at the Dutch Institute for Fundamental Energy Research and the Eindhoven University of Technology:

LiMeS-AM: a custom metal 3D printer based on powder bed fusion; LiMeS-Wetting, a plasma device to study the wetting

of liquid metals on various substrates with different surface treatments; LiMeS-PSI, a linear plasma generator specifically

adapted to operate continuous liquid metal loops. Special diagnostic protection will also be implemented to perform

measurements in long duration shots without being affected by the liquid metal vapor; LiMeS-TDS, a thermal desorption

spectroscopy system to characterize deuterium retention in a metal vapor environment. Each of these devices has specific

challenges due to the presence and deposition of metal vapors that need to be addressed in order to function. In this paper,

an overview of LiMeS-Lab will be given and the conceptual designs of the last three devices will be presented.

Keywords Fusion technology � Plasma-facing components � Liquid metals � Lithium � Tin

Introduction

Tungsten is considered the baseline divertor plasma facing

material (PFM) for many conceptual designs of DEMO-

scale fusion reactors [1–3]. While for a quiescent and

steady plasma and heat load tungsten appears to fulfil the

necessary requirements, large edge localized modes

(ELMs) and disruptions, combined with the very high

neutron loads and operational timelines in such devices,

may make long-term operation with such a divertor

untenable. Liquid metals (LMs) have been widely studied

as alternative PFMs that avoid many of the problems

associated with the use of tungsten or other solid PFMs [4].

Liquid tin (Sn) or lithium (Li) are generally considered the

leading candidates for this approach. Several recent

reviews detail the progress and remaining issues in liquid

metal research for fusion [5–7]. One important open

question is the development of technological solutions for

the application of LMs in fusion reactors. Of main concern

is that an open fluid surface is strongly vulnerable to

destabilization by magnetohydrodynamic forces which can

lead to plasma disruption [8]. Currently several different

concepts have been developed and tested to prove the

possibility of liquid metals as PFCs. Two main solutions
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are a thermoelectric magnetohydrodynamics driven fast

flowing fluid between metal trenches on the PFC [9] and a

capillary porous structure (CPS) which holds the metal via

capillary pressure [10]. Some possible reactor implemen-

tations for these solutions consist of an externally cooled

LM filled CPS plate resupplied via a recirculating loop [4];

A box or baffled divertor structure with a high density

lithium vapour cloud to cool the plasma while limiting

metal vapor flows to the core plasma [11]; and the flowing

lithium liquid limiter tested at the EAST tokamak [12].

While the aforementioned concepts have shown pro-

mise, compared to current day solid armor walls, LM-

based technology is less ready and is technologically more

complex. Current levels of knowledge would not be suffi-

cient to confidently introduce this technology to a multi-

billion Euro large scale fusion reactor. Therefore a stepping

stone approach to develop this technology to a higher level

of readiness via further scientific and technological inves-

tigation and improvement is proposed. To date, although

many tokamak experiments using liquid metals have suc-

cessfully taken place [13–16], experiments with liquid

metal divertors in medium and large-scale tokamak

experimental facilities are lacking. However, the results

from these devices would be the best way to confidently

extrapolate to DEMO generation reactors. This lack is

mainly due to the absence of well-developed and reliable

liquid-metal based divertor plasma-facing components

(PFCs). Typically, solid PFC designs are tested in high-

heat flux and plasma loading facilities [17–19]. However,

LM PFCs specifically require high temperature coolants

and liquid metal supply loops which do not exist within

current facilities of this type, and the liquid metal can

contaminate the vacuum systems and diagnostic ports of

multi-purpose facilities. Therefore, this project will

develop a dedicated liquid metal laboratory which can

provide the link between small scale prototype develop-

ment and larger-scale deployment. Although this project

will predominantly focus on the CPS concept for LM-

PFCs, the laboratory will also be instrumental for studying

other LM PFC concepts such as the previously mentioned

box divertor and flowing designs.

Within this liquid metal laboratory, the current liquid

metal CPS divertor concepts can further mature to tech-

nology suitable for future reactors, by addressing the fol-

lowing challenges:

• Reliably producing tungsten capillary porous structures

(CPS) with optimal pore sizes and high strength by

means of additive manufacturing.

• Wetting and filling of manufactured CPS targets with

the liquid metal in order to take advantage of the

capillary refilling during operation.

• Liquid surface stability and heat load handling capa-

bility of a circulating liquid metal in a CPS target

design under plasma exposure.

• Retention of hydrogen isotopes by the liquid metal and

the prevention of impurity formation in the liquid metal

that can result in clogging.

The Liquid Metal Shield Laboratory (LiMeS-Lab) aims to

provide the infrastructure to address each challenge for

different liquid metal divertor concepts, using the liquid

metals tin and lithium. To achieve this LiMeS-Lab will

consist of 4 devices: A selective laser sintering 3D metal

printer (LiMeS-AM), a plasma assisted wetting device

(LiMeS-Wetting), a liquid metal loop linear plasma gen-

erator (LiMeS-PSI), and a liquid metal compatible thermal

desorption spectroscopy system (LiMeS-TDS). At the

Dutch Institute for Fundamental Energy Research (DIF-

FER) and Eindhoven University of Technology (TU/e),

these devices are in development. Their functions, driving

design concepts and major components will be discussed.

LiMeS-AM

Recent work at DIFFER and TU/e has resulted in

promising designs where the CPS structure is produced by

additive manufacturing (AM) [20]. This has the advantage

that the structure can be tailored to optimize surface ten-

sion effects, capillary action liquid metal flow and stress

minimization, as well as enabling good thermal contact by

direct printing to the cooling pipe. However, additively

manufactured tungsten is vulnerable to microcrack forma-

tion which strongly reduces its yield strength and toughness

[20, 21]. These properties should be maximized for use as a

PFC despite the strongly lowered stresses in a sponge-like

print compared to a fully solid block. To mitigate this,

substrate pre-heating [21, 22] and minimization of oxygen

content [22, 23] are proposed as effective levers. Addi-

tionally, to print the small feature size required for good

capillary restraint [24] a high laser power density is

required.

The LiMeS-AM system consists of a Laser Powder Bed

Fusion device. By combining a 1000 W single mode fibre

laser with a micro-optics system that produces a feature

size down to 50 lm, a high power density can be achieved,

permitting a large range of process conditions such as spot

size, writing speed and layer thickness to be used. A heated

build platform up to 800 �C enables printing at tempera-

tures above the Brittle to Ductile Transition Temperature

and should reduce stresses in the component and increase

the relative mass density [21]. A controlled atmosphere and

use of an inerted sieving station enables an oxygen content
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below 100 ppm which should help to also reduce cracking

[25].

An additive manufacturing device conforming to these

specifications is currently under procurement.

LiMeS-Wetting

In order to fill a CPS with a LM, the interaction between

the CPS surface and the LM must be stronger than the

interaction within the LM. These interactions are deter-

mined by the physical properties of the LM and the surface

properties of the CPS. The process is characterized by the

contact angle and wetting is stated to occur when this angle

is less than 90� [26]. The high surface tension of the LM

and the inherent roughness of a CPS surface render the

wetting a complicated task. However, the naturally present

layer of tungsten oxide is not wetted by the liquid metal

and prevents the filling of the CPS [26]. Even at room

temperature, a 1 nm thick layer of oxide is formed within

one hour [27]. Therefore, in order for the liquid metal to

wet the CPS, the oxide must first be removed. This can be

done by heating the surface sufficiently for the LM to react

with the oxide layer and expose the pure metal underneath,

or by heating to such a degree that the oxides on the surface

are reduced and only pure metal remains [26]. Lithium

reacts with the tungsten oxide, requiring only moderately

elevated temperatures of around 400 �C to achieve wetting.

Tin does not show this behaviour. However, vacuum fur-

nace treatment above 900 �C has been found to lead to

wetting. These high temperatures are not compatible with

the other construction materials of a PFC, such as copper

for cooling pipes and stainless steel for supporting struc-

tures. This would inhibit the development of wetted PFCs

for testing.

However, wetting of the CPS surface by tin can be

enhanced by introducing hydrogen during the wetting

procedure. Recent work using a hydrogen atom source has

shown that by exposing a tungsten CPS to a hydrogen

radical cloud, wetting of liquid tin on tungsten samples will

occur at lower temperatures, 750 �C, while filling of the

CPS after wetting can be done at 500 �C. A pre-treatment

of the surface with hydrochloric acid in combination with

the above atom source decreased the wetting and filling

temperatures to about 420 �C. Photos taken during the

these experiments can be seen in Fig. 1.

LiMeS-Lab will incorporate a dedicated wetting device

(LiMeS-Wetting) that will be capable of wetting a large-

scale PFC-mock-up (up to 15� 6� 3 cm) with liquid tin,

and enable dedicated studies on the wetting behaviour of

tin on a variety of surface materials exposed to different

surface treatments and wetting environments. A plasma

source, rather than atom source, will be used to study the

effect of hydrogen ions on the wetting of tin on these

plasma cleaned surfaces. The device’s working principle is

to place mock-up PFCs on a heated rail system, exposure

the surface to plasma and subsequently inject tin droplets

onto the surface to attempt wetting of the CPS. To achieve

this, the device will consist of the following components:

• Vacuum chamber and vacuum pumps: To prevent re-

oxidation of the CPS surface after treatment as well as

create the environment necessary for the plasma source.

• Target manipulator: To move the target between the

plasma source and the injector, a transfer arm will be

included. This arm drives a carriage on rails on which a

target will be placed. This system will also include

thermocouple connections to be able to measure the

temperature of the target in operation. The target will be

placed on the carriage via a quick access door mounted

on the vacuum vessel.

• Plasma source: A cascaded arc plasma source [28, 29]

similar to that used by Vijvers et al. [30]. The plasma

source has been previously characterized under similar

experimental conditions as planned here to provide a

high flux of radicals (� 1022 m�2s�1) and ions (� 1019

m�2s�1) [31]. The ion flux of the plasma source will be

characterized via a Langmuir probe while the radical

flux of the plasma source will be measured by a dual-

thermopile radical probe [32].

• Liquid metal injector: The injector is used to inject pure

metal droplets onto a cleaned surface from a heated

reservoir. Due to the small injection orifice, impurities,

such as oxides from the tin pellets that are used to fill

the reservoir, do not flow out and remain behind in the

injector reservoir [33].

Fig. 1 Photos taken during the filling of tungsten CPS targets with tin

while exposed to a hydrogen radical flux (top) and while pre-treated

with HCl(aq) and exposed to hydrogen radical flux (bottom). Time

expired and temperature are indicated in the photo
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• High temperature heater: In order to reach the elevated

temperatures needed for wetting mentioned previously,

a heating system is incorporated into the vessel. To

guarantee wetting of targets in all cases, the heater must

achieve a target temperature of 1000 �C, so that

tungsten oxide reduction via sublimation remains

possible. To be able to heat the target under the plasma

source for cleaning as well as under the injector for

wetting, the heater will consist of several independent

modules spanning the vessel. To prevent the vessel

from heating up due to the high temperature heater,

active cooling of the vessel walls is included.

A conceptual design of the LiMeS-Wetting device,

including all previously mentioned components, is shown

in Fig. 2. The liquid metal injector and the large high

temperature heater will be developed in house.

LiMeS-PSI

At the center of LiMeS-lab is a new linear plasma device

dedicated to the plasma exposure of liquid metal targets.

The device is intended to investigate several physics

aspects of plasma-liquid metal interaction, ranging from

vapor-plasma interactions to the dynamics of droplet for-

mation and ejection, and to the retention of plasma species

in the liquid and its substrate. Second, the device is

intended to aid in technology development of realistic

liquid metal divertors for future fusion reactors. This is

done by evaluating the performance of liquid metal com-

ponent mock-ups under a range of exposure conditions, so

that they can be improved or qualified for real use. It

therefore needs to fulfil the following scientific

requirements:

1. A sufficiently high steady-state heat flux plasma to

simulate the expected loading conditions in the DEMO

divertor.

2. Conditions where vapour-shielding effects strongly

influence the plasma. This typically requires relatively

small mean-free paths [34] such that a relatively high

density plasma is required.

3. Capability of testing the concept of resupply and flow

of liquid metal into, through and out of the sample for a

representative amount of time for the concept being

tested.

4. Compatibility with mock-ups of DEMO representative

designs.

LiMeS-PSI will utilize a cascaded arc plasma source,

operated in a maxium background pressure of 2 Pa, and a

1.5T superconducting magnet to create a continuous

plasma beam with an electron temperature and density of

up to 5 eV and 1020 m�3. This results in a particle flux of

[ 1024 m�2s�1 and a maximum heat flux over 20

MWm�2. DIFFER also operates the Magnum-PSI [35] and

UPP linear devices. However compared to these, LiMeS-

PSI will integrate the following unique aspects to facilitate

the research into liquid lithium and tin plasma facing

components:

• A high temperature oil heating/cooling system. By

using a lithium compatible oil as a cooling fluid, targets

placed in LiMeS-PSI can be heated to 250 �C to melt

the lithium (Tmelt = 180.5 �C) or tin (Tmelt = 232 �C)
inside the samples and present a liquid surface before

plasma exposure. During plasma exposure, the oil can

be used to remove the plasma power deposited on the

target. Secondly, oil does not react violently with

lithium, which is the case for water, providing a safer

experimental test device.

• A target holder integrated circulating liquid metal

supply system. The system will allow for continuous

refill of the liquid metal filled CPS target with a

reservoir for 200 g of lithium or 2 kg of tin. To

accommodate the liquid metal loops in LiMeS-PSI,

mounting points, power lines and diagnostics feed-

throughs will be included on the interface between

target holder and LiMeS-PSI. The flexible design of this

interface allows for the testing of different liquid metal

divertor concepts.

• Liquid metal vapor protected diagnostics. The current

experience of the use of liquid metal targets at reactor

relevant conditions is significant metal vapor deposition

on the vacuum vessel windows, especially for lithium

Fig. 2 Concept design of LiMeS-Wetting, with all major components

indicated. The device consists of three main stages where a process

step can be performed: Plasma cleaning or radical cleaning followed

by wetting via the injector. The heater spans the length of the vessel to

allow for high temperature operation during any of the process steps.

With a design temperature of 1000 �C, water cooling of the vessels

walls is included
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due to low vapor pressure. Simple estimates show that

around a 10 nm layer of Li or a 5 nm layer of Sn leads

to around a 50% loss in transmission in the visible

spectrum, disabling all the diagnostics relying on

optical access. In LiMeS-PSI, the diagnostics will be

integrated in dedicated port systems utilizing mirrors,

aperatures and shutters to prevent deposition of metal

vapor on any vacuum vessel windows. With these

measures taken, the diagnostics of LiMeS-PSI should

be operational until the liquid metal reservoir is

completely drained.

• Exchange of targets under protected atmosphere. As

lithium is highly reactive with air, samples will be

transfered in inert gas suitcases via a transfer chamber

into LiMeS-PSI. Using glovebox style gloves, samples

can be mounted on the target manipulator within the

protected atmosphere. After plasma exposure, the

gloves and the suitcase allows for clean transport of

targets to a post-mortem analysis device, e.g. to study

the retention of hydrogen and deuterium.

• As liquid metal vapor will be deposited over the

entirety of the machine due to evaporation (lithium) and

droplet ejection (tin), including the first mirrors used for

the diagnostics, regular cleaning of LiMeS-PSI will be

required. To facilitate the cleaning, LiMeS-PSI will be

designed to be easily opened with all critical compo-

nents in easily reached locations.

The current concept of LiMeS-PSI that integrates all

aforementioned aspects is shown in Fig. 3, with the dif-

ferent chambers indicated and the most important

components highlighted. The manipulator indicated in

Fig. 3 will house the target holder and electrical feed-

throughs for the loop systems and thermocouples for use in

LiMeS-PSI, as well as provide the capability of axial scans

by the diagnostics on the radial view lines. The axial and

radial port systems will provide sufficient view lines for the

simultaneous operation of the following diagnostics:

• Thomson scattering (Radial): To measure radial profiles

of electron density and temperature.

• Optical emission spectroscopy (Radial & Axial): To

capture emission from the plasma.

• Fast visible light camera (Radial): To visualize droplet

ejection from the liquid metal surface.

• Absorption shadowgrapy (Radial): To investigate the

metal vapor cloud.

• Infrared Camera (Axial): To determine the target

surface temperature distribution.

• Pyrometer (Axial): To measure the target surface

temperature at a single spot.

• Video Camera (Axial): To provide a view inside the

system during operation.

The axial port systems also provide a means for using a

high power laser to simulate the transient heat flux of

ELMs [19, 36]. Additionally, the mounting chamber used

for the exchange of targets will also incorporate vessel

ports and infrastructure to accommodate an in-situ laser

induced breakdown spectroscopy diagnostic for use after

target exposure and before venting the vessel with argon.

Currently, the diagnostic port systems are under devel-

opment to provide a design that can effectively protect the

vacuum vessel windows from the metal vapor depositions.

LiMeS-TDS

In order to characterize hydrogen and deuterium reten-

tion in the liquid metal samples exposed in LiMeS-PSI,

thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) will be used as a

post mortem diagnostic. One of the problems encountered

in using TDS for liquid lithium samples is the high partial

gas pressure due to evaporation of lithium at moderate to

high temperature, and the evaporation of tin at very high

temperatures. These high pressures are incompatible with

the operating range of a typical quadropole mass spec-

trometer (QMS), the diagnostic used to measure the partial

gas pressures. Secondly, there is a possibility of interaction

between deposited lithium which was previously evapo-

rated and the hydrogen or deuterium desorbed from the

sample. This could result in a continuous hydrogen signal

during the TDS procedure, which has been observed during

previous experiments with the current TDS device located

Fig. 3 Concept design of the LiMeS-PSI device. The device consists

of a mounting chamber that facilitates mounting of targets in an argon

atmosphere with the help of a transfer chamber and gloves. A

manipulator will move the target to the plasma exposure position in

the PMI chamber, which is surrounded by the superconducting

magnet. The PMI chamber is actively cooled and will have several

radial port systems that provides protected view lines parallel to the

target surface. At the back of the PMI chamber, a large vacuum flange

is mounted that will incorporate the plasma source as well as axial

port systems that provide a protected view of the target surface
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at DIFFER. This could be explained by the presence of

surfaces in the device with a temperature between the

melting point of the liquid metal and the temperature of the

sample, e.g. the heat shields around the heater.

This situation can be avoided by using small amounts of

lithium, a limited temperature range with a small heater

and high heat capacity vacuum vessels, as done in previ-

ously reported work [37, 38]. However, LiMeS-TDS must

accommodate samples filled with up to 5 g of lithium and

70 g of tin as well as reach a temperature of up to 1000 �C,
ruling out the mentioned mitigation strategies. Finally,

previous experience has shown that liquid metal vapors,

especially tin, will over time corrode and degrade electrical

connections and delicate components. Therefore, to pre-

vent all aforementioned problems, LiMeS-TDS will cap-

ture all liquid metal vapor on a dedicated actively cooled

cold trap.

In order to achieve a cold trap that captures all liquid

metal vapors, without creating intermediate temperature

surfaces, and shield all delicate components, a double

vacuum vessel design is planned. The general idea behind

the concept is shown in Fig. 4. The cold trap that is created

consists of the following two vacuum chambers:

• The evaporation chamber: A water cooled vacuum

chamber to keep the inside vessel temeprature below 50
�C, while a sample and heater system located in the

center are radiating and evaporating metal vapor at

1000 �C. This chamber will only have one bottom port

to prevent depositing liquid metal on any other surface

than the directly cooled vessel wall.

• The measurement chamber: located below the evapo-

ration chamber. This chamber will be used to mount all

components needed to make the TDS device work. A

sample heater is mounted on a linear shift manipulator.

Via the manipulator, the heater and sample can be

moved between the measurement chamber and the

evaporation chamber. The manipulator also houses and

protects the electrical connections and calibration gas

lines needed at the sample location.

The heater system, located in the evaporation chamber

during operation, will have a diameter that is slightly

smaller than the inner diameter of the port connecting the

two chambers. As liquid metal will only evaporate from the

top surface of the sample, all evaporated metal vapor will

first encounter the cooled vessel wall, before being able to

escape through the bottom port. Since the sticking coeffi-

cient of the metal vapor is close to unity for a cold surface

[39], none of the metal vapor should be able to leave the

evaporation chamber. In comparison, the sticking coeffi-

cient for molecular deuterium is assumed to be zero, as co-

deposition with the metal vapor is immeasureably small

[40] and the chemical reaction between lithium and

molecular hydrogen only becomes relevant at higher tem-

peratures [41]. In this way, the heater acts as a mask for the

connection to the other chamber, preventing metal vapor

from entering the measurement chamber, while allowing

the deuterium to freely flow to the measurement chamber

due to the difference in sticking coefficient to the vessel

walls. The capturing of the metal vapor and freely flowing

hydrogen in this geometry is confirmed using the Direct

Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) code SPARTA [42].

SPARTA has previously been used to predict lithium

transport in vacuum environments [43]. The results of the

simulation for lithium vapor and hydrogen gas are shown

in Fig. 5. Via the double vessel design, all liquid metal can

be captured before it can condense on any incompatible

components without significantly influencing the mea-

surement sensitivity of the TDS system.

As lithium can react with hydrogen atoms in a 1:1 ratio,

a plasma exposed sample can contain a significant amount

of hydrogen. Therefore, depending on the pump used in the

device as well as the volume of the vessel, the hydrogen

pressure, created by the desorption from the sample, alone

can exceed the operation range of the QMS, which is 0.01

Pa. To reduce the pressure to operational range, a differ-

entially pumped chamber will be connected to the mea-

surement chamber where the QMS will be located. By

restricting the flow between the measurement chamber and

the differentially pumped chamber with a valve, adequate

operation conditions can be created. Secondly, the differ-

entially pumped section can be isolated from the other

chambers during venting to prevent contamination of the

QMS.

To be able to achieve a ultra high vacuum in the LiMeS-

TDS device, heaters will be attached to the differentially

Fig. 4 Concept design of the LiMeS-TDS device, illustrating the

double vessel design for the separation of the metal vapor and the

hydrogen/deuterium. All major components are indicated. The linear

shift manipulator facilitates the movement between the two vessels
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pumped chamber and the measurement chamber to perform

a bake and desorb impurities from the vessel walls. Cur-

rently, the heating system with the calibration gas lines is

under development to finalize the conceptual system

design. Parallel to this, concepts are being developed to

integrate the LiMeS-TDS device with an argon atmosphere

glovebox. This will allow for placing, handling, and

removing samples in LiMeS-TDS under a protected

atmosphere, preventing lithium impurities from forming

due to air exposure, as well as enable transport between

different devices with a protected atmosphere via a sealed

container.

Conclusion

In this paper, the design goals and concept of each of the

four devices of LiMeS-Lab have been presented. With the

devices as discussed, LiMeS-Lab will provide a testbed for

research topics such as metal vapor and plasma interaction

and liquid metal hydrogen/deuterium retention. Next to

this, it provides the means and infrastructure to demon-

strate the feasibility and capability of different PFC con-

cepts being researched and developed. Therefore, LiMeS-

Lab will be a key facility to take the next steps towards a

liquid metal divertor.
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